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Abstract—Flameproof inverter for mine-used have a significant warming effect during operation, resulting
in reduced reliability and susceptibility to thermal degradation and thermal failure. However, there is a lack
of thermal analysis research on the operation mechanism and process evaluation of mining inverters. This
paper analyzes the electrical characteristics of internal power devices and calculates the power loss.
Secondly, on the basis of comparing the influence of flow rate, structural parameters and installation
location on the thermal performance, the forced water cooling + air cooling + natural cooling method is
used to optimize the design of the thermal system. Finally, ANSYS Icepak is used to conduct a
comprehensive numerical simulation analysis of the internal temperature field characteristics and convective
heat transfer characteristics. The simulation verifies the effectiveness of the heat dissipation-based design,
and the results show that: the internal components of the mining explosion-proof inverter are not more than
80 ℃, which is much lower than the value specified in the relevant standards, and it has a good heat
dissipation performance, which effectively guarantees the safe, stable and reliable operation of the mining
explosion-proof inverter.

1. Introduction1

Mine-used flameproof inverter plays a vital role in
promoting intelligent mining in coal mines, enhancing
safe coal mine production, and helping coal mines to
develop in a green way [1]. Its compact internal structure,
variable working conditions and high power density lead
to significant heating effects, reduced reliability and
susceptibility to thermal degradation and thermal failure
[2-3]. Therefore, the thermal performance of mine-used
flameproof inverter is particularly important.

[4]analyzed the temperature and fluid distribution of
contactor and busbar under normal working conditions
and fan failure conditions. In [5], the temperature field
distribution of transformer winding is obtained by finite
element thermal-flow coupling calculation. [6] simulated
the temperature rise process of the reactor and the
temperature field distribution at steady state. In addition,
the researchers also used finite element software to design
and optimize the key parameters of fin radiator [7], heat
pipe radiator [8] and water-cooled radiator [9]. However,
the above research is a separate analysis of a certain type
of power device or radiator, and there are many power
devices in the mine-used flameproof inverter, and the heat
exchange between them should be considered, and there
are a variety of heat dissipation methods mixed
application.

* Corresponding author: m18635372893@163.com

In this paper, the electrical characteristics of internal
power devices are analyzed, and the power loss is
calculated according to the relevant theory. On the basis
of comparing the influence of flow rate, structural
parameters and installation position on heat dissipation
performance, the heat dissipation system is optimized by
forced water cooling + air cooling + natural cooling.
Finally, ANSYS Icepak is used to conduct a
comprehensive numerical simulation analysis of the
internal temperature field characteristics and convective
heat transfer characteristics, and the effectiveness of the
heat dissipation design is verified.

2. Loss Analysis of Internal Power
Devices
In this paper, a 630kW/1140V four-quadrant mine-used
flameproof inverter is taken as the research object.
Among them, vacuum AC contactor, busbar, IGBT
module and output filter are not only large power
consumption devices, but also high thermal sensitivity
devices, which need to be considered in the design
process of heat dissipation system.

2.1. The power loss of IGBT module

The power loss of IGBT module mainly includes IGBT
on-state loss, turn-on and turn-off loss and freewheeling
diode loss. According to the electrical performance
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parameters and output characteristic curve, the theoretical
calculation is carried out[10]. The method is as follows:

The on-state loss of IGBT module is :
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The turn-on and turn-off losses of IGBT module are :
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In the formula, UCEO is the threshold voltage, r is the
slope resistance; τ’(t) is the duty cycle of the inverter
bridge output; m is the modulation ratio; φ is the phase
difference between the output signal and the current; fsw is
the switching frequency of IGBT module; Eon, IGBT,
Eoff, IGBT are the turn-on and turn-off losses of IGBT
under rated conditions, respectively; Unom and Inom are the
reference voltage and reference current of IGBT module
respectively; I is the output current value of the inverter
unit; Udc is the DC bus voltage.

The power loss of the diode is:
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In the formula, Erec is the turn-off loss of the diode
under rated conditions.

According to the formula (1) - (3), combined with the
data manual, the power loss of FZ800R33KF2C IGBT
module at 125 ℃ junction temperature is 1700 W.

2.2. Power loss of busbar

According to formula (4), considering the skin effect of
the connecting busbar, the power loss is calculated by
combining the measured resistance value of the bridge
tester.
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In the formula: Kjf is the skin effect coefficient; I is the
rated current of the inverter; R is the resistance value of
the busbar; S is the cross-sectional area of the busbar.

According to the calculation, the power loss of the
positive phase, negative phase and U / V / W phase of the
AC busbar is 5.8 W, 0.7 W and 5.2 W respectively.
Similarly, the power loss of the positive and negative
phases of the AC-DC connection bus is 19.5 W and 14.7
W; the power loss of the positive and negative phases of
the DC connection busbar is 5 W and 5 W; the power loss
of the unidirectional output copper bar is 2.5 W.

2.3. Power loss of output filter

The output filter device is composed of reactor and RC
absorption circuit. For the absorption resistor, the total
power loss is calculated to be 300 W [11].

For the reactor, it can be obtained from the selection
manual that the load loss of the reactor is 260 W and the
no-load loss is 30 W. At the same time, considering the
influence of load fluctuation, the winding loss and core
loss of the reactor are 270 W and 30 W respectively, and
the power loss is 300 W.

0kTFeCu PPＫPPP  (5)

In the formula: △P is the active power loss of the
transformer; PCu is winding loss; PFe is the core loss; KT is
the load fluctuation loss coefficient, take 1.05; Pk is load
loss; P0 is no-load loss.

2.4. Power loss of vacuum AC contactor

The vacuum AC contactor includes three models : 80A /
1140V, 160A / 1140V and 630A / 1140V. The pull-in
time is very short, only 30 ms. Therefore, the thermal
effect of the pull-in process is not analyzed in this paper.
After suction, the power loss is measured by the holding
power. According to the selection manual, the holding
power of the aforementioned vacuum AC contactor is 10
W, 18 W, and 15 W, respectively.

3. Design of Heat Dissipation System
The IGBT module and the absorption resistors are cooled
by water, the reactor is cooled by air, and the other power
devices are cooled by natural cooling.

3.1.Design of Water-cooled Radiator

The thermal performance of different materials, different
flow rates, and different channel-substrate distances were
comparatively analyzed, and the relationship surface
between the above conditions and the maximum
temperature of the IGBT module and absorbing resistor
was obtained, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig.1 The highest temperature of IGBT module and absorption
resistor under different conditions

From fig. 1, it can be seen that under the same
conditions, the heat dissipation performance of copper is
better than that of steel, but the bearing capacity of steel is
better than that of copper, and the material and processing
cost of copper is high. In order to meet the same heat
dissipation performance, it is necessary to increase the
cooling water flow and reduce the distance from the flow
channel to the surface. The design requires the IGBT
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was obtained, as shown in Fig. 1.
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resistor under different conditions

From fig. 1, it can be seen that under the same
conditions, the heat dissipation performance of copper is
better than that of steel, but the bearing capacity of steel is
better than that of copper, and the material and processing
cost of copper is high. In order to meet the same heat
dissipation performance, it is necessary to increase the
cooling water flow and reduce the distance from the flow
channel to the surface. The design requires the IGBT

module and the absorption resistor to have a maximum
junction temperature of 75 ℃.Therefore, the cooling
water flow rate is selected to be 30 L/min, and the
distance from the channel to the substrate is 4 mm. At this
time, the temperature field distribution of water-cooled
radiator, IGBT module and absorption resistors are shown
in fig.2.

Fig.2 Cloud diagram of temperature distribution of water-
cooled radiator, IGBT module and absorption resistor

3.2. Fan Selection and Arrangement

It is assumed that the temperature in the flameproof shell
is 40 ℃ when the reactor is in operation. The design
requires that the temperature rise does not exceed 30 K.
According to the principle of heat transfer, the flow rate
of the fan that meets the heat dissipation requirements is:

 TCQL  P/ (6)

In the formula, Q is the heat transferred from the heat
sink to the environment in unit time; CP is the specific
heat capacity of air; ρ is air density.

It can be seen from the Section 1 that the total power
loss of the reactor is 300 W. Therefore, when Q=300 W,
air density ρ=1.128 kg/m at 40 °C, and air specific heat
capacity Cp=0.2814 Wh/(kg K) at 40 °C are substituted
into formula 6, the fan flow rate is 30 m3/h.

Comparing the influence of transverse and
longitudinal air inlet on the heat dissipation performance
of the reactor, the temperature field distribution of the
reactor in different air inlet directions is obtained, as
shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 Reactor temperature distribution in different air inlet
directions

It can be seen from Fig.3 that the temperature rise of
longitudinal air inlet is 7 °C higher than that of transverse
air inlet, and the heat dissipation effect of transverse air
inlet is better.

4. Temperature Field Simulation
Analysis
The integrated model for research is shown in Fig.4.
Except that the reactor and the absorption resistors are
arranged on the left side, and the vacuum AC contactor is
arranged on the right side, the remaining power devices
are symmetrically arranged.

ANSYS Icepak is used to conduct a comprehensive
numerical simulation analysis of the internal temperature
field characteristics and convective heat transfer
characteristics. The power loss is substituted into the
finite element model and the corresponding material
properties are configured. When the ambient temperature
is 30 ℃, the temperature field distribution of the
flameproof shell and internal components is shown in
Fig.5 and 6.

Fig.4 Integrated model of mine-used flameproof inverter

Fig.5 Cloud map of temperature field distribution of flameproof
shell

It can be seen from Fig.5 that due to the conduction,
convection and radiation heat transfer of the internal
power device, the temperature of the flameproof shell is
higher than the ambient temperature, the lowest is 36 °C,
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and the temperature of the rear substrate is higher than
other flameproof surfaces, up to 70 °C.

It can be seen from Fig.6 that the temperature of the
IGBT module is the highest, followed by the core busbar
assembly, and the temperature of the DC filter capacitor
assembly is the lowest. For Fig.6 (a), because the two
water-cooled radiators are connected in series, the
temperature increases with the extension of the cooling
water flow path, resulting in the temperature of the IGBT
module on the inverter side higher than that on the
rectifier side. For Fig.6 (b) and (d), the temperature of the
AC-DC busbar is higher than that of the AC busbar, the
temperature of the output copper busbar is the lowest, and
the temperature of the core busbar assembly on the
inverter side is higher than that on the rectifier side. The
temperature difference between the two is mainly
reflected in the AC-DC busbar. Because the absorption
resistors are located on the inverter side, the temperature
of the AC-DC busbar adjacent to it will increase under the
action of radiation heat transfer. For Fig.6 (c) and (e), the
temperature of the DC filter capacitor component on the
rectifier side is higher than that on the inverter side. It can
be seen that the longitudinal air inlet can also play a role
in heat dissipation. For Fig.6 (f), the 80A / 1140V AC
contactor has a larger power density and denser
arrangement, and the temperature rise is higher than that
of the 630A / 1140V AC contactor. Although the 160A /
1140V vacuum AC contactor does not work, there is still
a temperature rise phenomenon under the action of
conduction and radiation heat transfer. For Fig.6 (g), the
temperature of the reactor is higher than the individual
analysis value given in Fig.3. This is due to the heat
exchange between the internal power devices.

Fig.6 Temperature field distribution cloud diagram of internal
components of flameproof shell

On the whole, the internal components of the mine
flameproof frequency converter do not exceed 80 °C,
which is far lower than the specified value of the relevant
standards. It has good heat dissipation performance and
can provide guarantee for the safe, stable and reliable
operation of the mine-used flameproof inverter

5. Conclusions
A. The electrical characteristics of internal power devices
are analyzed and the power loss is calculated. The power
loss of IGBT module, absorption resistor and reactor is
higher than that of other power devices.

B. The mixed heat dissipation method of water
cooling + air cooling + natural cooling is adopted: the
selected material is Q235 steel, the cooling water flow is
30L / min, and the distance from the flow channel to the
substrate is 4mm ; the temperature rise of longitudinal air
inlet is 7 °C higher than that of transverse air inlet.

C. The simulation verifies the effectiveness of the heat
dissipation design: the temperature of the internal
components does not exceed 80 ℃. Among them, the
temperature of the IGBT module is the highest, the
temperature of the core busbar component is the second,
and the temperature of the DC filter capacitor component
is the lowest.
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